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How many men and women know the “truth” of many things of life from deep
within their very soul, yet they failed to act on the truth? Since the Garden of Eden the
“Holy Spirit of the true and Great Yehovah Elohim (the true and Great God)” of the
Universe has been on this Earth, and has dealt with individuals, families, people, cities and
nations throughout this Earth. The Holy Spirit of the true God has shown to individuals,
families, people, cities and nations throughout this Earth the reality of the knowledge of
truth of many things in many different areas of life, even to the sinners of this Earth. Even
little children can properly know and judge many things in life.
Instilled-Instinct Knowledge - The animals in the forest and in the waters have been
given instilled-instinct knowledge of many things of life. What about men, women and
children? Are men, women and children born with a certain amount of “instilled-instinct
knowledge,” especially to know how to discern many things of life, even to know what is
good, true and righteous, and also to know what is evil, deceptive and unrighteous? The
answer is yes indeed! Secondly, there is a spiritual force deep within everyone that tells men,
women, and even children, that certain things are good, and that certain things are evil.
Thirdly, everyone on this Earth is aware that there are “spiritual forces - spiritual beings”
on this Earth that are not visible.
Of the estimated number of more than six billion people on this Earth, over 90% of
the people claim some type of religious belief. Why? It is because of this “spiritual
awareness” of the “spiritual forces - spiritual beings” that are on this Earth, and in
knowing that there is a God in the Heaven above. Even the atheists are aware that there are
spiritual forces - spiritual beings on this Earth. It is now time for the thorough and diligent
examining “of truths, and of deceptions” of many things that have been with men and
women since the Garden of Eden to this present time, and especially recognize the true
God of the Universe (the true and Great Yehovah Elohim), and of his heavenly hosts of
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Holy Angels of spiritual forces. It is now time to overcome and take a stand against all
forms of deceptions and evils of this Earth, including against the deceptions and evil of all
man-made systems of governments, and against all false religious, false cultural and false
philosophical beliefs, and against the deceptive, economic system of this Earth, and also
against the deception of men and women wanting to “be as gods” unto themselves.
Throughout history, and especially in this day and age, men and women perfectly
know from deep within their very soul by the Holy Spirit of the true God of the Universe
that “all” false religious, false cultural and false philosophical beliefs are evil, and that all
man-made systems of governments on this Earth are evil and corrupt, and that the
deceptive, economic system of this Earth is evil and corrupt. Yes indeed, all of these things
are “corrupt, evil, wicked, unjust, unrighteous, oppressive and sinful.” Many men and
women have said with their own mouth that their government is corrupt, and that so many
of the religious establishments and sects are corrupt, and also that so many of the business
establishments are corrupt. Since everyone knows these things, then why have so many
individuals, families, people, cities and nations wanted to continue to live under, pray for,
and support these corrupt and evil institutions, establishments, sects and groups? and to live
by evil and oppressive laws, including by evil and oppressive government, and business, and
religious laws? and to live under all sorts of deceptive and oppressive taxation, and the
confiscation of land and various properties by man-made governments? and also to be
deceived, entrapped and robbed by evil and corrupt businessmen? Truly, it is now time for
all people and nations to thoroughly and diligently examine “all” things of life, religions,
governments, economics, social things, social relationships, and also concerning one’s own
personal life, and especially concerning the true God of the Universe, and of his Perfect
Will for all people and nations. This thoroughly and diligent examination must be done
now on an independent basis.

Knowing the Truth “Without” the Written Bible
of the Hebrew-Old Testament
There have been, and there are, individuals who question the Hebrew Holy
Scriptures (the Old Testament), and who wrote the Old Testament, and its Holy Laws and
Holy Word, and also what is right, and what is wrong in life. Men and women must
become fully aware that everyone knows a certain amount of truth of many things in life even without the written, Hebrew Holy Scriptures (the Old Testament). Secondly, every
person on this Earth knows from within their very soul, and is fully aware thereof, that
there is the “true God” of the Universe, and that there are “spiritual forces” on this Earth.
Adam and Eve did not have a written Bible, yet Adam and Eve knew the true God;
and they were confronted with “spiritual forces” - the Holy Spirit of the true God, as well
as were confronted with the spiritual force of the Voice of the Serpent (the voice of
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deceptions). Secondly, Adam and Eve were “judged” by the Holy Law of the true God, and
the Serpent was also judged.
Shem, Enoch, Methuselah, and Noah, as well as the people before and after the
Flood of Noah, and even Abraham, all perfectly knew of the true God of the Universe; and
they knew his Holy Laws, and what is right, and what is wrong; and also they perfectly knew
the Perfect Will of the true God - “without a written Bible.”
The masses of the people at the building of the ancient Cities and Tower of
Babylon, had contact with Noah (because Noah was still alive during this time period); and
they perfectly knew the true God; and they perfectly knew his Holy Laws, and what is right
and what is wrong; and also they perfectly knew the Perfect Will of the true God - “without
a written Bible,” yet so many of the masses of the people decided to disobey, and to rebel
against the true God of the Universe, and against his Perfect Will.
The masses of the people at the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the two other
cities thereabout, perfectly knew the true God; and they perfectly knew that what they were
doing were evil and wrong - in the Eyes of the true God “without a written Bible.” When
Lot spoke to the people of Sodom about their evil ways, the people responded:
“And they said, Stand back. And they said again,
This one fellow came in to sojourn, and he will needs
be a judge: now will we deal worse with you, than with
them. And they pressed sore upon the man, even Lot,
and came near to break the door.” (Genesis 19:9)
Question must be asked: How did the people at Sodom perfectly knew that they
were to be “judged” - even without the written Bible of the Hebrew Old Testament?
Answer: It is because they perfectly knew the truth of the true God, and also they perfectly
knew that what they were doing was wrong; yet, they were in wilful rebellion and in wilful
defiance against the true God, and against his Holy Laws. They knew these things “without
the written Bible” of the Hebrew Holy Scriptures (the Old Testament).
During the time of the Grecian Kingdom there was a man by the name of Socrates.
Socrates was a famous philosopher. Socrates knew that there is the “only One true God” of
the Universe; and he knew that the false gods, and the idol worship of the Greeks were/are
evil; and he spoke against the unjust wars of the Grecian elite. Question must be asked:
How could Socrates, an early Greek philosopher, know the truth that there is “only One
true God” of the Universe, and that the false gods and idol worship of the Greeks were/are
evil? Also, how could Socrates know of these important things “without the written Bible”
of the Hebrew - Old Testament?
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The Roman Empire had laws, and they knew that sexual immoralities and adultery
were wrong; and they knew many other things of right and wrong. Question: How could
they have known of these things, and known of these things “without” the knowledge of,
and “without the written Bible” of the Hebrew Old Testament, even before the year of
200 B.C.E.?
It is truly amazing to examine, and see that “all” people and nations throughout this
Earth, and throughout history, have known, and do know, that certain things are
wrong/evil, and that certain things are right/goods, even “before” the writing of the
Hebrew Holy Scriptures (before the time of Moses), and even “before” the Israelites were
scattered among the nations and people throughout this Earth, starting in 609 B.C.E., and
even to this present time, and even “without a written Bible.” Men, women and children
existed on this Earth for a time period of “2463 years” before the true God gave his Holy
Laws to Moses at Mt. Sinai. The time period from the creation of Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden to the time of the revelation at Mt. Sinai with Moses and the Israelites was
a time period of “2463 years,” and men and women knew the “truth” of many things
during this entire time period - before Mt. Sinai. How could the true God judge Adam and
Eve - if there were no Holy Laws to live by, and to be judged thereby? How could the people
during the time of the Flood of Noah be judged, and in that the Flood of Noah washed the
people away - if there were no Holy Laws to live by, and to be judged thereby? How could
the people of the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah, and the other two cities thereabout be
judged of the true God - if there were no Holy Laws to live by, and to be judged thereby?
Secondly, it is amazing to see how that the Prophet Balaam, who was a non-Israelites,
perfectly knew what “righteousness” consisted of, and what “unrighteousness and
iniquities” consisted of. The Prophet Balaam did not have a copy of the Old Testament
writings.
There have been those who raised questions and doubts concerning the “written”
Hebrew, Old Testament; and there have been statements such as: “Who wrote the Bible?”
and “Who know whether or not something is truth, or not?” The true God of the
Universe allowed, and required that his Holy Laws be “written” down by Moses, in order
for men and women to have written Holy Laws to live by, and in that there will be no
question. Even so, even without the written Bible, men and women still know the truth of
many things by spiritual enlightenment. It is amazing to see that the vast majority of people
of the various religious sects and denominations have never thoroughly and diligently read
and examined their own religious beliefs, and the history of their religious beliefs. Most
important: 1) How many have ever thoroughly and diligently examined the written Holy
Laws and Holy Scriptures of the Old Testament - on an independent basis, and without any
type of commentary, and without any type of opinion of others, and without anyone telling
the person what to believe, and what to do, and how to think, and thus and thus? 2) How
many have ever sought the true God in Prayers to open up their eyes to the “truth” of
things, as well as open up their eyes to the “deceptions” of things - including in the areas of
the different religions, and of man-made systems of governments, and of businesses and
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economics, and even of things in their own personal life? 3) How many have just accepted
many teachings of others - by blind faith, whether in religion, and in man-made
governments, and in businesses and economics? Just by taking the time to Pray and to seek
the true God, and by taking the time to read, study, and examine things, and by learning
“to think independently,” and to question “contractions of things,” a person can know,
and know assuredly that certain things are no more than lies and deceptions - including in
the areas of false religious beliefs, and in the areas of man-made systems of governments,
and in the areas of businesses and economics, and also in the areas of social relationships,
and also a person can know, and know assuredly that certain things are true, righteous, and
just.
Regardless of what anyone may say about the written, Hebrew Old Testament,
everyone on this Earth does indeed know a certain amount of truth of many things in life,
including in that certain things are evil and wrong, and in that certain things are good and
right, even from a spiritual awareness of things in life, and regardless what false religious
beliefs may teach, and regardless what ideas, reasons, philosophy, and outlook on life here
on this Earth a person, or a group, or a person, city, or nation may have. Secondly,
regardless of what anyone may say about the written, Hebrew Old Testament, everyone on
this Earth are fully aware of the “spiritual forces” that are here on this Earth, including of
both good, spiritual forces, and of evil, spiritual forces.
Men and women are held fully accountable for the evil and wrong things that they
do here on this Earth, and also what they do to others - even if they have never read the
written, Hebrew Old Testament, and even if it takes many weeks, months, or years, the
person is faced with the accountability of their actions. When the true God of the Universe
(the true and Great Yehovah Elohim) judges men and women they are judged on the
amount of knowledge that they do know, and also men and women are judged if they
rejected to know the truth of many things. How many men and women have been
destroyed because they rejected to know the true knowledge of many things when it was
presented to them? Secondly, how many men and women have become aware that they
were “reaping” for certain things that they committed in the past, whether committed
against the true God of the Universe, or whether committed against others, regardless how
hard-hearted the person may appear to be? How many strong, mighty men and women
became alcoholics, or drug addicted, or psychotic because of being faced with spiritual
forces because of their past evil deeds? A good example of this is King Saul of Israel. Read
and examine, and see how King Saul was constantly faced with and vexed by an evil spirit
that gave him no rest because of his evil deeds. King Saul was strong, tall, and mighty; yet,
he was powerless before the evil spirit that was constantly vexing him because of his past evil
deeds; and King Saul perfectly knew that the true God was sending the evil spirit against
him. Thirdly, how many men and women have had emotional problems, and/or mental
problems because of evil spirits constantly vexing them? Read the Holy Scriptures of
Deuteronomy, Chapter 28th, and of Leviticus, Chapter 26th, and see how that the true
God warns the people that they will suffer all sorts of emotional and mental vexation and
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disturbances for rejecting him, and for violation of his true, Holy Laws, as well as suffer
physical calamities of destruction of their livelihood, homes, land, cities and nation.

Freedom of Choice is Given to Everyone
Everyone does have a choice and is fully responsible for his/her choices of things in
every area of life. Everyone has the perfect choice to repent, and to turn away from all false
religious and false cultural beliefs, and to turn away from “all” man-made systems of
governments, and to turn away from the false economic system of this Earth. Also, now in
this present time, everyone has the perfect “Freedom of Choice” to Repent, and Convert
to, and to be joined unto the true God of the Universe, and to fully accept, and live “only”
under his righteous Government-Kingdom and Holy Laws, and to do his Perfect Will,
including in having land ownership, and in being diligent, good tillers of this Earth, and in
being good steward over all of the animals of this Earth.
Individuals, families, cities, people and nations throughout this Earth can today have
a “Referendum Now,” and they can “totally abolish” their present man-made systems of
governments, and corrupt laws and taxation, and their evil, corrupt economic system and
all forms of debts and indebtedness, as well as “totally reject” all false religious, and false
cultural, and false philosophical beliefs and ideas. Men and women can fully decide, and
accept, and “Vote into existence,” and “Change Over” to the righteous, just and true
religion of the true God of the Universe, and “Change Over” to, and live “only” under his
righteous Government-Kingdom, Holy Laws and Holy Covenant, and “Change Over” to
his just and righteous economic system, and also seek to do his Perfect Will starting now,
including in having land ownership property, and in being diligent, good tillers (farmers,
gardeners, foresters, good husbandry-persons). Individuals, families, people, cities and
nations can indeed make all of these changes now - if they so desire to do so - NOW!
How many people and nations throughout this Earth have had a change over to a
different type of government within the past 50 years? and especially within the past 500
years? In this present time, how many individuals, families, cities, people and nations of this
Earth are truly willing to REPENT, and turn to, convert, and be joined unto, the true God
of the Universe, and accept, and live only under his righteous Government-Kingdom and
Holy Laws? How many are willing to vote into being, and accept, turn to, and to change
over to the righteous and just Government-Kingdom, Holy Laws, and Perfect Will of the
true God of the Universe, and turn to, and truly love, serve, obey and have perfect faith in
the true God - now and forevermore? The Prophet Daniel and many other holy prophets
of the true God prophesied of “many” individuals, families, people, cities and nations
throughout this entire Earth coming to know thereof, and repenting, and converting, and
being joined unto the true God of the Universe in this present day and age. The converting
and joining to the true God is the accepting and living “only” under the true God of the
Universe, and accepting and living “only” under his righteous Government-Kingdom and
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Holy Laws, and in doing his Perfect Will, starting now in this present time. This is now that
day and age, and this is to the Perfect Will of the true God of the Universe for “all” people
and nations throughout this entire Earth.
The true God of the Universe has always judged and held men and women “fully
responsible unto him” for their decisions and “Choice” of things in every of life here on
this Earth. Indeed, individuals, families, people, cities and nations, are held fully
responsible for their choice of things because they perfectly know from deep within their
very souls by the Holy Spirit of the true God the truth of many things of life, including
concerning things of religion, government, business, social relationships, and even of their
personal life, and also concerning what they do to others. Throughout the Holy Scriptures
it is shown that the true God was always “patient and slow to anger in many situations,”
and that he gave to individuals, families, people, cities and nations of this Earth a certain
time period of weeks, or months, or even years, to repent and to return to him - before he
executed his Great Wrath of Judgment - even without the written Holy Laws. The Holy
Scripture says in Ezekiel 33:11 that God “does not desire” the death of the sinners of this
Earth, but rather that the sinners repent and turn to him. (Read: Ezekiel 33:1-33; 3:18-27;
Jeremiah 18:7-10) The true God of the Universe “does NOT desire” the death of many
individuals, families, people, cities and nation throughout this Earth in this present day and
age - if they would repent and turn to him. The true God desires that every individual,
family, people, city and nation throughout this Earth to come into the true knowledge of
him, and of his true, righteous, and just Government-Kingdom, Holy Laws and Holy Word,
and also concerning his Perfect Will, including in that the land areas of this Earth are to be
“justly divided,” and are to be “freely given” to the people as a generational property with
Title Deed thereto, and including in that everyone is to be “fully self-employed” unto him,
as being a diligent, good tiller and good steward of this Earth, and in being a good steward
over the animals and sea creatures of this Earth, starting now and forevermore.
No Excuses - There is absolutely “no excuse” for not diligently researching the Holy
Scriptures of the Hebrew Old Testament of the true God of the Universe. There is
absolutely “no excuse” for not diligently researching one’s own religious, cultural and
philosophical beliefs, and of one’s man-made governmental beliefs, and of the false,
oppressive, economic system of this Earth - on an independent basis. There is absolutely
“no excuse” for not turning to, and fully loving, serving, obeying, and having perfect love,
obedience, and faith in the true God of the Universe, and in obeying and living “only”
under his righteous Government-Kingdom and Holy Laws, and in doing his Perfect Will starting now. There is absolutely “no excuse” to continue to live in sins, wickedness,
disobedience, sexual immoralities, crime and violence, and in defiant and rebellion against
the true God of the Universe, and against his righteous Government-Kingdom and Holy
Laws, and against his Perfect Will. There is absolutely “no one to blame” for one’s own
choice of things in every area of life, especially because each person can indeed make
choices for oneself, and for one’s life here on this Earth - even if the person must forsake
and leave others in order to go forth, and to have perfect love, obedience, and faith in the
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true God of the Universe, and to obey and live only under his righteous GovernmentKingdom and Holy Laws, and to do his Perfect Will.
It is now time to make definite “Choices of many things of life - for oneself,”
especially to return to the true God of the Universe (the true and Great Yehovah Elohim),
and to return to his true, righteous Government-Kingdom and Holy Laws, and to return to
doing his Perfect Will, including to having and enjoying land ownership with generational
Title Deed thereto, and in being fully self-employed unto the Great Yehovah Elohim, as
being diligent, good tillers and good stewards of this Earth, and as being good stewards over
all of the animals and sea creatures of this Earth, which is the true God’s Perfect Will for
“all” people and nations, especially for this Seventh Millennium of these next 1000 years
here on this vast, beautiful, blessed, Good Earth that the true God of the Universe has
graciously given to mortal men and women, and to all of his crreation.
In Deuteronomy 30:19 it is written: “I call Heaven
and Earth to record this day against you, that I have set
before you Life and Death, blessing and cursing; therefore,
Choose Life that both you and your seed may live: that you
may love the Yehovah your Elohim [God], and that you
may obey his voice, and that you may cleave unto him, for
he is your life, and the length of your days: ....”
What is your “Freedom of Choice” concerning the many different things of life here
on this Earth, and that are discussed in this article - now in this present time? What is your
“Freedom of Choice” concerning every area of your life here on this Earth - now in this
present time, and for these next 1000 years here on this Earth of this Seventh Millennium?
What is your “Freedom of Choice” concerning your own personal life, blessings,
prosperity, land ownership with Title Deed thereto, your own business, home, riches and
wealth, joy, happiness, peace, and well-being here on this Earth - now in this present time,
and for these next 1000 years here on this Earth of this Seventh Millennium?
“Choose Life” - that both you and your children, and all of your descendants, may
live, and obey, and love the true God of the Universe (the Great Yehovah Elohim), and be
highly blessed and prosperous of him for doing so - now, and for these next 1000 years of
this Seventh Millennium, and for throughout eternity.
***
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